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SALERNO

By A .B. Austin, representing the Combined British press

Salerno, Sept. 16

Montgomery's Eighth Army from the south has this, afternoon mode contact with

General Clark’s British and American Fifth Army around the Salerno bridgehead. This

evening the Germans are making a desperate effort to break through the Salerno bridge-
head to the sea. Behind Salerno, between the foothills and the higher Picentino

mountains, runs a narrow valley parallel to.the coast. Our infantry have been sitting
along- the hills looking' down into tikis valley which the Germans have been holding.
This afternoon between 30 and LO German tanks pushed east along the valley in an attempt
to break through to the coast near the village of Ponte Cagnano, Towards dusk German

infantry began to warn their wayforward up the slopes and over the hills towards the

main road-nearer Salerno, By darkness at least seven of the German tanks had been

destroyed. Hard fighting was,' going on among the high vineyards and small farms of

the foothills. This is probably more difficult country to fight in,than anything in

Tunisia and Sicily,

Though the hills are not high they arc so- steep that even the small farm tracks

have to make corkscrew bonds to climb then, and so thickly covered with tall vines and

fruit trees' that infantry have a chance of filtering through them oven in daylight

without being seen.

Travelling along the tracks by jeep as I did yesterday you think you 'are well

under cover when, suddenly, the road runs out on .to the ’skyline and if you are not

careful you find y :urself looking straight down into; the German positions. It is

almost impossible to prevent groups of infantry on either side from being surrounded

from time to tine. Their best chance is to stay where they are and fight so that

the larger battle usually splits up in to dozens of small struggles all over the

hills,
'

’

Bombers and fighters are now the big news in the Salerno bridgehead. Until

a couple of days ago it was purely a ground war,, thelight no doubt the air battle of

Italy was going on elsewhere. Had the Luftwaffe not been gravely weakened, partly

by the normal .strain of the. long war and partly by the weeks of bombing attack on

Italian railway lines and aerodromes, we probably could not have hold this bridgehead,

A determined enemy bomber attack en beaches and ships during’the day of the landing

might have beaten us.

Large though our air support was the Spitfires were operating so far from their

bases that they could fly for only a few minutes over the beaches. But neither German

bombers nor fighters appeared in any strength. And now the Allied fighter force has

caught up with us. Yesterday the whole air -picture suddenly altered.

All movement of German transport along their roads began to draw, the attention

of Allied fighters and fighter-bombers. Fortresses smashed Battipaglia and Eboli.
Medium bombers ranged the countryside, smashing at German concentrations wherever they
could find them. If there was anything like an enemy air defence this might not have

had much result. The effect of constant road straffing and bombing on an enemy who

has few fighters to protect him is groat.

Perhaps the most remarkable fact about this campaign is that not since we landed

havp we-bothered to look at the sky by day. By night there have been a few German

bombing attacks on beaches and gun positions, but by day you hardly ever see an enemy

plane. How different from Tunisia, where for five months you could not move along

a rood for miles behind the front without a spotter’s head thrust through the roof

of .your car. The Germans must now be feeling very insecure about their supplies and

communications, Their general plan deemed to bo to keep thrusting the forward patrols

of their Hermann Goering and 16th Panzer Divisions through the hills towards the coast

while holding back enough reserves perhaps in the Avellino area to throw in wherever

we showed signs of attacking. But, now, owing to the strength of the - Allied air

attack the roads along which their reserves, as well as their supplies for the forward

would have to come are very unsafe.
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Officers and riiQn.hsre qre puzzled by the news about their fight which comes back

to them over the air through'their wireless cars and signal sets. They speak
to me about it daily whether at divisional or brigade headquarters or up in

the hills where the fighting is. The first news-sheet issued by the Intelligence
Staffcommented upon it. First of all they say the B.B.C. announcement of the

landings gave the impression that the British part of this Allied force had not

been seriously opposed. That made .them indignant, for they had seen for themselves

a German counter-attack on the first morning which caused some of the bitterest

bench fighting of this war. And they knew that for a few hours on the first

day the position was fairly critical. But now they-point cut the B.B.C. has

gone round' to the other extreme. At least one broadcast has suggested that even

at this stage we are hanging on by our eyebrows, greatly threatened because -we

had no landing grounds, *%e' were quite.. : frightened"' laughed a staff officer

yesterday as, he told me about the broadcast. The truth is that we had to fight
very hard indeed at first and that the Germans have,been fighting their Red

Indian brand of warfare cleverly in the hills since then but that at no time,

after the first day was the bridgehead in serious danger. This complaint by

the troops about tho wireless news they receive is not a *hew one. It was

often heard during the Tunisian and Sicilian campaigns, I report it because

news from home-and the knowledge that their families' and .friends are also ■

hearing it has an important effect on morale, I do.not think the B.B.C.

is to. blame. The fault lies in the fact that the first news of landings or'

battles comes from 'press conferences at headquarters in North Africa, hundreds

of miles from the front. It is very easy to give and receive a wrong impression

at these conferences1, because the first, news, is so .scanty -and. so easy to

misinterpret, when communications improve, sufficiently for the first news

to come from nearer the front the troops Will probably have less to complain

.about. »

Their only other complaints are the mosquitoes and the steepness of*

the hills. A great many of them belong to regiments battle,trained, in the

heaviest of the First Army’s Tunisian- mountain Warfare, Even they find, the.-

piccentini mountains round Salerno hard going’ in hot weather. But the great

compensation is the greenness and freshness of the countryside except where

it is beginning to be flushed by autumn. The- grass is surprisingly green, aft er

the summer's heat, there is good water in the hills and the vines gracefully

looped on their high poles.give grapes and shade on every slope.
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